
9/25 7:00 PM
Conference call

Meeting called to order by Karl
Not in attendance: White, Gay

Karl discussed the purpose of the call was for past due member 
discussions and SOP 9 and 10.

Brian Brooks made motions on each individuals as below:

MEMBERS
TO BE

EXPELLED
  

Name
Reason for
Explusion

Amount
Owed

 Vote

Mangin, Mike
Expel - Refusal

to pay
$705.00 Unanimous vote to move forward with expulsion

Fuerst, Kyle
Expel - Refusal

to pay
$700.00

Made payment and signed promissory note,
accepted

Crawford,
Joseph

Expel - Refusal
to pay

$700.00 Unanimous vote to move forward with expulsion

Carlson, Cody
Expel - Refusal

to pay
$700.00 Unanimous vote to move forward with expulsion

Rogan,
Connor

Expel - Refusal
to pay

$428.00
Will reduce food charge and sign promissory

note, accepted

Erickson, Will
Expel - Refusal

to pay
$480.00

Will reduce food charge and sign promissory
note, accepted

Gayles,
Ramon

Payment
Overdue

$760.00
Says he will pay but so far has produced no

money. Move forward with expulsion - accepted
Unmisig,
William

Payment
Overdue

$805.00 Unanimous vote to move forward with expulsion

Pearson,
Trent

Payment
Overdue

$4,906.50
Father called 9/19/16 and agreed to pay

minimum of $100.00 monthly. This was accepted

Stanley, Jack
Payment
Overdue

$760.00 Unanimous vote to move forward with expulsion

Terry, Anthony
Payment
Overdue

$748.00
Will drop meal plan, sign promissory note.

Accepted 

Weeks, Ethan
Payment
Overdue

$260.00 Moved to alumni status as 6 yr senior,accepted

All votes were unanimous



Greg Speno moved to accept SOP  9 as submitted- Unanimously 
approved
Greg Speno moved to accept SOP 10 as submitted                    
        Dom made a motion to amend that payments go to activity 
fee, motion passed
        Called SOP 10 with amendment, motion to vote, passed 
unanimously
Old Business:

1. Brooks question the $1,500 check written on the activity 
account by undergrads.  It was for speakers paid out of the 
funds gathered from the Zeta's

New Business:

1. Ewing complimented the house undergrads for the actions 
over the weekend.

2. 2nd story parking lot discussion.  A number of alumni are 
willing to participate in a note to fund a multi story lot. Will
also approach DG's about a joint lot.

3. Discussed issues around new air conditioning unit and rain 
pond access area.

4. Request to make sure we have people dressed, respectful, 
etc, with Dr. Scrogg's visit Monday for dinner. Worked out 
details of order of talking.

Academic mentor program complaints from some of the new 
members not feeling like they are getting the needed support.
 Overall, many felt it was working.  Anjay Patel to meet with all of 
them again.


